Plasticity and ambiguity of the electrophysiological phenotypes of enteric neurons.
Advances in knowledge of enteric neurons electrophysiological characteristics have led to the realisation that the properties of the neurons are dependent on the state of the intestine, the region, the method of recording and the species. Thus, under different experimental conditions, electrophysiological studies cannot provide a reliable signature that identifies the functional type of neuron. In the normal guinea-pig small intestine, taken as a model tissue, neurons can be separated into two electrophysiological groups, S and AH neurons. Combined morphological and physiological studies place several classes of motor and interneurons in the S group, and intrinsic primary afferent neurons in the AH group. There is some evidence for subgroups of S neurons, in which electrophysiological differences are correlated with functional subtypes, but these subgroups have been incompletely investigated. Morphologically characterized Dogiel type II (DII) neurons are recognisable in many species, from mouse to human, but their electrophysiological characteristics are only partly conserved across species or cannot be satisfactorily defined due to technical difficulties. There is a strong need for a comprehensive analysis of channels and currents of S/Dogiel type I neuron subtypes, similar to the comprehensive analysis of AH/DII neurons in the guinea-pig, and similar studies need to be conducted in human and other species. The purpose of this review is to highlight that criteria used for electrophysiological definition of enteric neurons might not be sufficient to distinguish between functional classes of neurons, due to intrinsic properties of neuronal subpopulations, plasticity in pathological conditions and differences in recording techniques.